We propose a new parametrisation of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa Matrix in which the approximations of the standard parametrisation, |V cb | ≈ s 23 , |V us | ≈ s 12 , are promoted to exact results.
There are myriad possible parametrisations of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) Matrix V [1] . One particular parametrisation [2] has recently been advocated by the Particle Data Group (PDG) [3] as a "standard parametrisation" : 
and also, as in the Wolfenstein parametrisation [4] , the phase δ is always associated with the small parameter
Indeed the experimental smallness of this quantity [3] implies that
to an accuracy of 
The accuracy with which |V us |, for example, is measured is about 1%, which is much larger than error incurred by making the approximation in Eq. 
We emphasise that Eq.6 is adequate for all practical purposes, including CP violation.
For example the CP-violating quantity J CP [5] calculated using Eq.1 has the excellent approximation when calculated using Eq.6,
In this Brief Report we introduce a parametrisation which is similar to the standard parametrisation in Eq.1, but which promotes the desirable approximate results in Eq.5 to exact relations. Our motivation is simply that we find it more physically appealing to regard the relations in Eq.5 as exact. To this end we replace θ 23 , θ 12 by two new angles θ 
Comparing Eq.8 to Eq.2 we see that the primed angles are given by a simple change of variables, 
As in the standard parametrisation we eliminate the phases in the elements V ud ,V us , V cb ,V tb , and introduce the standard phase into V ub . Eq.8 then implies,
The complex CKM matrix elements V cd , V cs , V td , V ts , may be determined by the unitarity conditions of rows and columns, or alternatively using the change of variables in Eq.9, (11)
If we make the approximation in Eq.4, then the new parametrisation in Eqs.10,11
reduces to the approximate form in Eq.6. This is to be expected since under the approximation in Eq.4 the primed and unprimed variables in Eq.9 are equivalent. Thus there is no practical difference between the standard parametrisation in Eq.1, and the new parametrisation in Eqs.10,11, since both reduce to Eq.6 under the excellent approximation in Eq.4. However the new parametrisation has the aesthetic virtue that the approximations of the standard parametrisation, |V cb | ≈ s 23 , |V us | ≈ s 12 , are promoted to exact results.
